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X Launcher Pro: PhoneX Theme, OS12 Control Center (Mod,
Paid) Apk 4.7.9 (USA). X .Q: How can I configure CMake so
that I can have custom target namespaces in CMakeLists.txt?
I'm working with very large projects and they often have the
same project root directory structure. That is, for each
project I create, I typically start with a new tree and then
move files and directories around. I only switch to a new
project once that new tree is working. This saves time and
makes my commit workflow faster. As a result, I am finding
that I have very similar projects that just need to be named
slightly differently. I am not reusing other project code or
their directories so just renaming the project root directory
and letting CMake handle the rest is what I have been doing.
But now I'm going to be starting to work on a new project
and I want to avoid starting a new commit. It seems like
CMake would be the natural place to handle this kind of
renaming. But I can't figure out how to do this. I have seen
this question asked and people said that they've used the
targets generator to create target namespaces. But that
doesn't seem to work with the variables for targets and can't
find anything written about how to have user-defined target
namespaces in CMake. Is there a way to name custom
targets in CMake? I have searched for information about this
and found a bunch of snippets about how to do this with
CMake 2.6 but none of them are working anymore and all of
them point to links to the old CMake site that is now just a
404. Any help would be appreciated. A: On the CMake
website, by the FAQ there is a section titled FAQ - Where did
target properties go? It says: [2.6 / 3.1] It is now possible to
define new target types, such as TargetType or
TargetTypeName.
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